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With calming clarity, Native American (Style) Flute player Ken 

McGarity opens his debut album, Breath of Life, with the track Nesting 

Bird Song. The song echoes from the speakers as if I was listening to it in 

a deep canyon somewhere out west. With its clear resonance I could 

imagine a wren flittering from arm to arm of a cactus as she builds her 

nest within. It is a lonely job, but one full of promise and love. This is the 

same way Ken McGarity builds his music. He partakes of little nuances of 

breath and intimations that create a vignette in your mind. All seventeen stories on Breath of 

Life are like that. Ken McGarity composes his music to honor the People and to honor the genre. 

I think he does a fine job.  

Water runs over the craggy rocks above, but below, at the bottom of the falls, the stones are 

smooth from the wear of water and time. Such is the power of the track Waterfall. McGarity’s 

music flows and rounds off the sharp edges of a missed appointment, a heavy workload, or just a 

rough day. The melody soothes and comforts.  

Native American folklore is filled with the antics of birds. One of the longest tracks at 4:47 is 

called The Chirping Call. It is bright and cheery. Sounding like the chickadee, Ken’s tune 

flitters here and there, exploring everything, asking questions of the world. They are harbingers 

of good luck.  

Walk with Me is a short, very uncomplicated tune, but the invitation is a sincere one. Ken’s 

song is light and calm. It is as if you were with a friend you trust who was guiding through 

familiar landscape. Each tree, each boulder, and each wildflower sparks a memory.   

The hawk is sacred in many Indian cultures across the Americas. Hawk in Flight has a deeper 

tone than some other tracks. The music soars high in the sky on a warm day. The hawk looks 

down on the world, the protector of the Earth Mother. Through Ken’s song we can feel the heat 

of the sun, and glide along on unseen current of wind. We feel strong, confident, and brave. 

Spring Buffalo Dance is the longest track on Breath of life. At over seven minutes, it is a gentle 

tune that calms the spirit. It is thought that the buffalo were put upon the earth to feed the People. 

It is also said that buffalo changed the earth and stories about them are common amongst the 

People. The Buffalo Dance is held each spring by numerous tribes in hope to have a good spring 

and summer season like the celebration that reflects the traditions of the ancient Romans, Celts, 

and Saxons. Think of it as Easter for Native Americans.  

McGarity’s music is for pale, golden sunrises and the dusky twilight hours. It is perfect for times 

of contemplation and times of worship. It could be the background music to deep meditation or 

exercise or just downtime. Breath of Life is music that is straightforward and uncomplicated. 

Listen, relax, and repeat. – R J Lannan, Artisan Music Reviews 

 



 


